HOPE-fixation enables improved PCR-based detection and differentiation of Mycobacterium tuberculosis complex in paraffin-embedded tissues.
Standard PCR-based detection of mycobacterial DNA in paraffin-embedded specimens may lack sufficient sensitivity because of the degradation of nucleic acids caused by routinely used formalin fixation. Therefore, we set up an approach that aimed at improving the results by applying the novel HOPE-fixative in PCR-detection of mycobacteria in paraffin-embedded tissues. Comparison of PCR-results using DNA extracted from either HOPE- or formalin-fixed specimens in BCG-infected SCID-mice revealed a more than 100fold enhanced sensitivity for the HOPE-fixed material. Owing to the preservation of DNA from degradation in HOPE-fixed tissues, even differentiation within the M. tuberculosis complex was possible by spoligotyping. We therefore conclude that the HOPE-fixative is a useful tool for molecular pathology that enhances the sensitivity of PCR-based methods for the detection of pathogens in paraffin-embedded tissues compared to formalin-fixation. Owing to the better preserved DNA, improved differentiation of mycobacteria from archived materials is possible. These results promise new and a substantially wider range of possibilities in the field of molecular pathology.